
Matt Hillam and Steve are sharing the 2.0L XE powered SBD Dallara.
Carole will be sharing Bill Gouldthorpe’s OMS CF08.
Zoe will be driving the SBD 1.6L EcoBoost Westfield

SBD Events 2018

Steve finished the 2018 season 5th Overall in the British Sprint Championship and fastest 
2L Racing Car.

Castle Combe, 24th March
Steve - 1st in Class, 4th in BSC Top 12 Run-off 118.24s
Matt: 3rd in Class, 6th in Top12 Run-off - 119.36s
Carole: 3rd in Class 149.66s
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Croft, 2nd April
Rain stopped the event

Steve’s Report: We got to Croft on Sunday afternoon, nice and dry, not too cold either, so we were hoping that the weather reports 
for Monday would be wrong! Steve & Matt made some small detail changes to the car set up & softened the springs to give more 
traction, Steve also instituted some new traction control settings. On the morning of the event, the expected weather arrived, in fact 
it was so wet we were even soaked before we got to the startline. The new settings gave us a fantastic launch for both myself and 
Matt. On Steve’s run it was so wet, water had got into the external kill switch button & would trip the kill switch all the way though 
his run. When it came to second practice, the weather had got even worse & there was now standing water not just on the corners 
but also on the straights even to the point of rivers running across in some sections. Steve got a clean run & felt with the new aero 
& suspension set up, combined with the traction control, the car would go a lot faster provided you were brave in the timed runs. 
Due to the bad conditions, the organisers deemed it is too dangerous to continue as quite a few cars had spun off even on the 
straights so the meeting was abandoned.



Goodwood, 5th May
Steve: FTD - 75.72s
Matt: 2nd Overall - 77.83s

Pembrey, 2nd June
Steve: 2nd in Class, 6th in Top 12 Run-off 95.02s
Matt: Dallara - 3rd in Class, 7th in Top 12 Run-off 95.36s
Zoe: 4th in Class 137.14s
Matt: Westfield - 1st in Class 112.78s
Carole: 3rd in Class 116.21s

Pembrey, 3rd June
Steve: 1st in Class 95.44s, 7th in Top 12 Run-off
Matt: Dallara - 2nd in Class, 6th in Top 12 Run-off 95.18s
Zoe: 4th in Class 138.82s
Matt: Westfield - 1st in Class 111.10s
Carole: 3rd in Class 116.85s

Steve’s Report: This was the first event and British Sprint Championship 
round with our engine upgrade, the 2.0L XE with internal modifications to 
the TP300 engine spec performed very well, it had stronger torque through 
the entire rev range and carried on pulling longer at high rpm. We were also 
finally able to test the suspension changes we had made to the rear of the 
car, they have given improved feel but unfortunately we needed a softer rear roll bar, which we hadn’t got at the event. Also we 
need a small increase in rear downforce to obtain perfect balance, which will allow us to use all the power of the engine. Both Matt 
& Steve agreed that the car is fantastic to drive and once the small improvements have been done, the car will go even faster.

Westfield Report: The SBD 1.6L EcoBoost Westfield ran faultlessy all weekend, with Matt winning class both days. Zoe enjoyed 
her first event & improved her time over the weekend by 31.26s! We are continuing to improve the suspension settings so the 
power can be put to the ground, the next event is at Abingdon on Saturday where the car will be shared by Steve & Zoe.



Abingdon CAR-nival, 9th June
Steve: 1st in Class - 91.31s
Zoe: 3rd in Class - 117.14s
Carole: 95.42s

Westfield Report: This was the first time Steve had driven the SBD 
1.6L EcoBoost Westfield since a few laps at Llandow, we had changed 
the spring rate significantly on the rear of the car but hadn’t had time 
to cornerweight it. Justyn Potter from Aurok agreed to come along to 
Abingdon. The car was lacking in grip for the first few runs but slowly 
adjustments were made to the settings including the brake bias and 
the car got improved. It wasn’t actually until the final run of the day that 
we started to get very comfortable & were able to put a lot more of the 
power down. Steve won the class, Zoe improved again throughout the day 
and got within of 10 seconds of Steve’s time on Abingdon course.

Snetterton, 23rd June
Steve: Fastest 2.0L Racing Car, 6th in Top 12 Run-off 79.87s
Matt: Dallara - 8th in Top 12 Run-off 81.53s
Zoe: 4th in Class 104.44s
Matt: Westfield - 1st in Class 90.32s
Carole: 100.46s

Snetterton, 24th June
Steve: Fastest 2.0L Racing Car, 5th in Top 12 Run-off 81.22s
Zoe: 4th in Class 112.60s
Matt: Westfield - 2nd in Class 92.85s
Carole: 96.41s

Westfield Report: The SBD 1.6L EcoBoost Westfield had a good Saturday 
at Snetterton with Matt winning class in 93.32s and Zoe improving her time 
by 13s to 104.44s. On Sunday, we were testing some different boost set-
tings, we are still struggling to get the power down on to the track, which is 
causing a few handling issues at the moment, so we had to revert back to 
reduced boost. Unfortunately a boost pipe blew off, but it was repaired in 
the paddock.



Lydden Hill, 14th July
Steve: 2nd in Top 12 Run-off 66.69s, 
Matt: 1st in Top 12 Run-off 66.06s
Carole: 9th in Top 12 Run-off 78.25s
Zoe: 1st in Class 82.57s

Castle Combe, 28th July
Steve: FTD - 54.61s YouTube Video
Carole: 4th in Class 64.87s

Steve was driving the 2.0L XE SBD Dallara on his own 
at the Bristol Motor Club Dick Mayo Sprint as Matt 
was away on an all night cycle ride. We had made 
some geometry setting changes to the car & Steve had 
done some revised map settings to upgrade throttle 
response and overall performance of the engine. Eve-
rything worked perfectly during the day and despite the 
threat of rain, it stayed dry all day although very windy. 
The car felt good, handling was very precise, Steve’s 
2nd practice and all his timed runs were within a 1/10th 
of a second. He would have liked to have gone faster 
but the tyres we were using were well over a year old and past their best. It was a fun day at one of our favourite tracks.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjdc-k6dGT0


Rockingham, 19th August
Steve: 7th in Top 12 Run-off 53.83s YouTube Video
Matt: 2nd in Top 12 Run-off 51.93s

Matt was on flying form yesterday at Rockingham 
Motor Speedway finishing 2nd in the British Sprint 
Championship Top 12 Run-off with 51.93s beating 
the majority of the Unlimited Class Racing Cars. The 
2.0L XE SBD Dallara had further electronic upgrades 
with some new test software and has a new rear wing 
assembly built by Fibre-lyte to aid its handling.

Blyton Park, 8th Sept
Steve: 1st in Class, 3rd in Top 12 Run-off 79.27s YouTube Video
Matt: 7th in Top 12 Run-off 81.69s

Blyton Park, 9th Sept
Steve: 6th in Top 12 Run-off 57.83s
Matt: 3rd in Top 12 Run-off 55.66s

After Saturday in very wet conditions, Sunday was a lot drier. Matt had been looking at the AiM logging and with the help of Nick 
Algar, had managed to overlay the run, he worked out where Steve was faster, which was usually at high speed and the braking 
zones and put the whole lot together for the Top 12 Run-off, took his bravery pills, Steve told him he could take it flat through fast 
crossover section and then went out did a 55.66s finishing 3rd in the British Sprint Championship Top12 Run-off. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Km8HDhQACQc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M1L3qC0cC28
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Anglesey, 6th Oct
Steve: FTD, 2nd in Top 12 Run-off 46.14s
Matt: 3rd in Top 12 Run-off 46.73s

Anglesey,7th Oct
Steve: 3rd in Top 12 Run-off 78.70s
Matt: 6th in Top 12 Run-off 81.15s
Carole: 12th in Top 12 Run-off 90.01s

Saturday: Steve & Matt arrived with new Pirelli Ultrasoft 
tyres, we had made set up changes to cope with the 
slight change in diameter and apart from some software 
updates for the electronic throttle, the car was at it had run 
at Blyton Park. First practice drove first, said the car was 
very nice but on brand new tyres, he didn’t push it. Steve had the advantage of slightly warmer tyres, since this was the National 
circuit, it was straight line into a 100mph right hander, the grip felt incredible especially for such an early run in the morning and it 
proved to be the case when Steve was more than 2s faster than anybody else. Throughout practice and the timed runs, we both 
just got faster, Steve was more comfortable with the set-up, Matt was complaining of oversteer, but Steve didn’t have the same 
problem. In the timed runs, Steve & Matt broke the 2L record by a huge margin. Steve was faster enough break the outright course 
record and was FTD in front of the V8s with 46.14s. In the Top 12, Steve got pipped for the win by John Graham, but by only 0.25s, 
but he managed to break Craig’s Top 12 record, which was recorded in the SBD Reynard in 2014, in fact the record was smashed 
by over 2.1s. Just goes to show how well the car is going.
Sunday: We started off in the same way, Matt again was first to practice, it was quite a bit colder and was complaining about a 
slight lack of grip. Steve had again the advantage of slightly warmer tyres and was again faster by over 2s. Second practice Steve 
had the cold tyres and pushed too harder into the first corner having an excursion on to the grass! Still managed to post a fast time 
though. Matt went out with the warmer tyres and went fastest. Steve 
& Matt were swapping fastest times, Matt was far more comfortable 
in the car today and from the data would have probably been fast 
enough for FTD, but the brake pedal went to the floor on his fastest 
run, which mean Steve’s time was the fastest to win class, but not 
fast enough for FTD today finishing 2nd overall to Terry Holmes. We 
bled all the brakes though, Matt suffered a similar problem in the 
Top 12 as the first driver, Steve decided to take his run and pump 
the brakes up for each corner! He managed to achieve 3rd overall 
in the Top 12 (78.70s) even with the brake problem. Really happy 
with the weekend, the car was fantastic, shame about the brakes. 
The new Pirelli tyres have made a huge improvement to the car’s 
performance, thanks to Triple M Motorsport UK & Pirelli. 
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